
 

This program is a tool for the measurement and analysis of cores for multiple purposes.
KEYMACRO allows its users to measure and analyze the geometry of cores that can be
used for various purposes. It lets its users input the geometry of toroids, such as the
diameter, length, thickness and number of turns, and the program will generate the final
formulas. In addition, the application can also calculate resistance, inductance, cost and
many other factors for this purpose. This is a great program if you are a hobbyist or for
any type of professional who uses toroid cores in their designs. Key Functions: The
application allows its users to measure and analyze the geometry of cores for multiple
purposes. It lets its users input the geometry of toroids, such as the diameter, length,
thickness and number of turns, and the program will generate the final formulas. In
addition, the application can also calculate resistance, inductance, cost and many other
factors for this purpose. This is a great program if you are a hobbyist or for any type of
professional who uses toroid cores in their designs. Key Features: ■ Measure Toroid
Cores ■ Measure Ferrite Cores ■ Measure Powder Iron Cores ■ Calculation of
Resistance and Inductance ■ Calculate Gain of an Amplifier ■ Calculate Quality Factor
of a Filter ■ Calculate Cost of a Toroid ■ Calculate Cost of a Ferrite Toroid ■
Calculate Cost of a Powder Iron Toroid ■ Calculate Cost of a Quad Core Module ■
Calculate Cost of a Single Core Module ■ Calculate Cost of an Amplifier ■ Calculate
Cost of a Low Pass Filter ■ Calculate Cost of an Anisotropic Filter ■ Calculate Cost of
an Antenna Matching Unit ■ Calculate Cost of an Oscillator ■ Calculate Cost of a
Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Circular Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Harmonic
Coupling ■ Calculate Cost of a Bypass Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Band Pass
Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Continuous Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a
Sine Wave Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Triangle Wave Linear Circuit ■
Calculate Cost of a Square Wave Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Square Wave
Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a Triangle Wave Linear Circuit ■ Calculate Cost of a
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￭ Creates a public key that is added to every PDF. This key is needed to prevent
someone from creating a PDF that is not Certified and then digitally sign it. PDF files
created with this macro will not be able to be validated ￭ Adds a standard comment to
the file ￭ Adds a certificate chain ￭ Skips all streams ￭ Keeps the certificate and
signature properties on the document. ￭ Causes the file to not be able to be validated. ￭
Does not change the creation date or time of the file ￭ Creates a new PDF document
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with a public key added ￭ Adds a standard comment to the file ￭ Adds a certificate
chain ￭ Skips all streams ￭ Keeps the certificate and signature properties on the
document ￭ Causes the file to not be able to be validated. ￭ Does not change the creation
date or time of the file ￭ Creates a new PDF document with a public key added ￭ Adds
a standard comment to the file ￭ Adds a certificate chain ￭ Skips all streams ￭ Keeps
the certificate and signature properties on the document ￭ Causes the file to not be able
to be validated ￭ Does not change the creation date or time of the file ￭ Creates a new
PDF document with a public key added ￭ Adds a standard comment to the file ￭ Adds a
certificate chain ￭ Skips all streams ￭ Keeps the certificate and signature properties on
the document ￭ Causes the file to not be able to be validated ￭ Does not change the
creation date or time of the file KEYMACRO Description: ￭ Creates a public key that is
added to every PDF. This key is needed to prevent someone from creating a PDF that is
not Certified and then digitally sign it. PDF files created with this macro will not be able
to be validated ￭ Adds a standard comment to the file ￭ Adds a certificate chain ￭ Skips
all streams ￭ Keeps the certificate and signature properties on the document ￭ Causes
the file to not be able to be validated. ￭ Does not change the creation date or time of the
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